
The starry sky of the universe was twinkling all around the planetary sized, snow leopard
Amy. She was just smiling as she drifted around the small planet known as Earth, watching all of
the comparably microscopic inhabitants go about their daily business, resisting the urge to just
squeeze the planet.

“Look at how tiny all of you are,” she smiled as she dipped her finger in the ocean, “I
could just scoop each and every one of you up and keep you for myself!”

She had decided to use her own size shifting abilities to grow herself to be such a size
for the day. It was one of her favorite pastimes.

“Then you’d all get to live on planet me instead!” she smiled as she started to get a little
giddy over the idea.

However as she continued to gawk over the populace, the universe itself was beginning
to take notice of Amy’s actions as though it were alive.

“I love being this big for this reason alone!” she smiled as her tail swayed across the
stars, “I get to loom over all of you!”

The universe thought interacting with this snep could be quite fun, so it began to create
an avatar behind her to do so, knowing how the interaction that followed would transpire.

“I just wanna squeeze them all in a big hug!” Amy squealed again. “The hug would
actually be pretty small,” a mysterious being remarked as it appeared behind her.

Amy jumped a bit at the surprise voice from behind, turning around to spot a roughly
same sized, Eevee by the name of Moon right behind her. The sudden appearance made Amy
jump as if she saw a ghost or something.

“Wh-When did you get there?” Amy stammered as she tried to straighten out her
thoughts. “About ten seconds ago,” Moon shrugged, “Why do you ask?”

Amy was still flustered. It took her a moment to gather enough thoughts in her head to
form a counterpoint to the newcomer.

“O-Okay new question,” Amy countered, “How are you as big as me that quickly?” “I
think you meant to ask how’d I get as small as you that quickly,” Moon replied with another
shrug.

At that moment Amy couldn’t help but to let her jaw fall a bit, thinking what Moon said
was impossible. No way she was bigger than her and hadn’t noticed a thing.

“No way you could’ve been bigger than me AND snuck up behind me!” Amy exclaimed
as her tail swayed over a few continents. “It’s possible when I’m the literal universe,” Moon
smirked.



Amy’s jaw extended a bit further before she snapped it back into place, her mind had
been completely blown into pieces.

“N-No way you’re the universe if you’re right here then!” Amy stammered. “Oh that’s an
easy problem to solve,” Moon assured, “This is just an avatar I made to interact with you
directly..”

Amy was just… speechless. She couldn’t comprehend a way to counter the newcomer in
any way as her cheeks began to glow a faint red.

“Figured that would happen,” Moon smirked, “Just couldn’t help but to hop in when I saw
you gawking over that little planet.” “S-Seems so…” Amy blushed as she grew a bit.

Moon looked at Amy as she began to mess with her hands, noticing that she had grown
a moon or so larger. She could tell Amy was trying to at least one-up her avatar, but… Moon
didn’t mind lending a hand.

“Can’t be helped it seems,” Moon smirked as she got a bit closer to Amy, “Can’t beat a
universe.” “Y-Yeah right,” Amy replied in a half chuckle, “Seems impossible.”

However, unbeknownst to Amy her sneaky growth spurt were beginning to last longer
than intended every time. Moon was adding to each spurt herself every time. Amy was already
nearing the size of a star now and not noticing how much she’d grown since Moon would grow
herself to hide the difference.

“Yeah you still got a loooong way to go when you can meet the real me face to face,”
Moon teased. “Y-Yeah, but that won’t stop me!” Amy exclaimed as her tail wrapped around earth
in a hug, “I’m gonna make it all the way up there!”

Moon merely let out a soft giggle as Amy’s size continued to swell. She was nearing the
size of the very solar system now and still wasn’t realizing how much more she was growing
than intended.

“I’ll be sure to make a little more room in the multiversal layer for when you eveeentually
get there,” Moon teased as she drifted over and gently booped Amy’s star-sized snoot. “You’ll
need to go a bit beyond that with me!” Amy blushed as she was booped, “I’ll boop more than
just your snoot when I get there!”

Amy’s flusteredness accidentally made her growth rate accelerate slightly, breaking free
from the solar system she once called home and extending to the stars and nebulae beyond.

“Nah, I’ll just match up to you IF you manage to get there,” Moon teased as she slowed
her growth rate down, “Still gotta outgrow this galaxy first.”

Amy didn’t click two and two together with that phrase quite yet. She could’ve sworn she
was only about the size of Venus’s orbit by that point.



“I’m nowhere near THAT point yet,” Amy remarked as if her memory served her right,
“But I appreciate the little encouragement!” “Heh,” Moon smirked before she began to think in
her head, “She’ll notice aaaany second now.”

Amy glanced all around her, noticing that she couldn’t spot the sun and that other stars
looked oddly close. She just thought it was that they drifted away from the sun a while ago.

“Well, I have to give the tiniest people a little encouragement here and there,” Moon
smirked as Amy grew even more flustered, “Makes things a bit more fun.” “I-I’m not that tiny!”
Amy exclaimed as her growth yet again accelerated further, “I’m bigger than planets!” “Hmm…
still pretty small,” Moon nodded, “But you seem to be trying to fix that.”

Amy blushily nodded as a nebula began to get lost in her back fur in the midst of her
growth. She was too big to notice a thing about it, but Moon noticed everything that was going
on.

“A-And I will fix it!” Amy assured as her tail swayed the length of several solar systems. “I
don’t doubt that for a second,” Moon shrugged, “You're adamant about it.”

Moon then began to slow her growth further so Amy could at least notice she was
growing a bit faster, but it still didn’t click how much faster yet. Moon was waiting for the right
time before revealing.

“At least now I can call your little avatar a shorty!” Amy proclaimed with pride, “You’re not
much bigger than my face!” “You’re still tiny in my eyes,” Moon countered.

Amy’s heart skipped yet another beat with that remark. The mix of encouragement and
teasing pushed her to grow even more than before.

“Y-Yeah,” Amy blushed as she thought about it, “Probably still small enough to stand on
a hair strand.” “Possibly,” Moon assured as she drifted closer to Amy’s face, “But that’s still quite
a lot of progress!”

Amy was now blushing at this point from minor embarrassment. It felt weird to get
praised to be a size that she clearly had outdone ages ago.

“Y-You’re making me blush!” Amy stammered out of embarrassment. “But that’s half of
the fun of making you grow faster,” Moon smirked, “The other half being actually helping out.”

It was at that moment when Amy finally realized what was happening. She was able to
see other galaxies clear as day now and realized the solar system she called home was lost
somewhere on her chest, which only made her even MORE flustered for not realizing it sooner.

“Wh-When did this happen?!” Amy stammered as Moon kicked her growth up a notch.
“Oh I did that right when I saw you grow about a moon’s worth of size,” Moon replied, “Figured
the expert could lend you a hand.”



Amy was yet again speechless. She was now bigger than any galaxy and still growing,
all according to hers and Moon’s plan. She just wasn’t expecting to reach that point so fast.

“Y-You know you didn’t have to,” Amy stammered. “I know, but I wanted to,” Moon
replied, “I figured having another universe around could be fun.”

Amy was unknowingly assuming a more universal form. Her fur was slowly beginning to
turn blue and starry as galaxies began to look more like accessories to her. She was honestly
getting a bit excited over the view.

“You’re even developing your own internal universe already,” Moon remarked as she
drifted over to Amy’s tail to get a better look. “O-Oh am I?” Amy asked curiously as she looked
behind her.

Amy was a bit shocked at the transformation she was undergoing. She almost thought
for a moment she was seeing through herself like a ghost since she looked like the starry sky
itself.

“Is this normal?” Amy asked curiously as she saw her arm “Yeah definitely,” Moon
shrugged as she noticed that Amy was starting to near the edges of her physical body.

Moon quickly drifted all the way over to Amy’s eye, her pupil alone the size of a couple
dozen galaxies combined, just to get one last good look at Amy before she went full on universe
with herself.

“Well, this has been fun,” Moon smiled as she began to disappear, “But I gotta go make
sure your transition goes smoothly.” “H-Huh?” Amy stammered.

Before Amy could even get one question out, Moon’s avatar dissipated, leaving Amy
(mostly) alone as she neared the edges of Moon’s true body. The time was nigh for Amy to
achieve universal status.

“Th-This is probably gonna get real tight!” Amy exclaimed as she squinted her eyes shut,
bracing for impact. “Only for a few seconds,” Moon’s voice echoed.

As soon as Amy heard Moon’s voice echo all around her, she was completely bound by
the edges of the universe, now on the cusp of finishing her transformation.

“Please hurry then!” Amy panicked as she felt like she was going to burst, “I can’t take
this much longer!”

It was only a tight fit for Amy for a few seconds until suddenly she felt free. She was
instantly moved out of the Moon-verse the second her transformation was finished. She was
now her own universe.

“Oh wow,” Amy mumbled as she stretched out and examined herself, “I look pretty nice
as a universe.” “I still think I got you beat,” Moon’s voice echoed behind her.



Amy turned around to find her former universe, Moon, casually drifting behind her. She
had a more purple glow to her compared to her own blue coloration.

“Hey look who it is!” Amy exclaimed as she pointed at Moon like she was referencing
something. “I can say the same thing to you!” Moon exclaimed as she made the exact same
reference back.

They continued this for a brief moment before they just began to kinda laugh it off a little,
now appreciating one another’s company.

“We just had to do that once,” Amy chuckled. “Oh definitely,” Moon chuckled back, “It’s
not everyday universes get to chat.”

Amy’s tail brushed past a universe as she smiled at Moon. She knew she couldn’t have
gotten her new form without her help.

“And it’s all thank to you,” Amy smiled, “With all the extra growth you supplied me with.”
“Well that and keeping it secret until you outgrew the first galaxy,” Moon smirked softly, “Made
the reveal all the more worth it.” “Yeah you're right about that one,” Amy smiled brighter, “So
double thank you!”

And so, the two began to share and take in the view of the entire multiverse together,
Moon teaching Amy a few new tricks she had access to, and all around being two, universe
sized dorks…


